Sensing Movement
Some of the most popular interactions in physical computing tap into the sometimes
unnoticed but unavoidable tendency people have to express themselves through bodily
movement. People move in order to position themselves best for a given activity, to get a
better look at something they’re interested in, to respond to music or some other stimulus,
or just because they’re uncomfortable and need to shift their weight. Body movement
is exploited in some of the most common everyday applications, from the auto-flush
mechanisms on public toilets to the light switches in our offices that turn on automatically
when they detect movement. Position and motion sensors make it relatively simple to take
advantage of body position and movement for a wide range of projects, from making ghosts in
haunted houses leap out when a person passes a door threshold to changing the lighting and
projections in a dance club based on the combined movement of bodies on a dance floor.
What all these interactions have in common is the ability of the computer to sense the
position of objects in space. Given that the toilets at the airport know when you are
standing in front of them,1 you would think that this is an easy task. In fact, this can be
a very difficult problem, depending on how much information you need and how much
you can control the environment. In this chapter, we’ll discuss a number of techniques
for detecting position, motion, and orientation. We’ll also discuss ways to constrain the
environment to make the most effective use of the sensors described.

Assessing the Problem
In order to sense bodies in motion, you have to begin by determining how much you need
to know about their motions. There are a few basic factors of motion to consider:
䊳 Position. Do you need to know where something is within a space?
䊳 Orientation. Do you need to know if they’re rotating about an axis? Which
way they’re facing?
䊳 Velocity. Do you need to know how fast they’re moving, and in which
direction they’re moving?

1

Bill Buxton, former chief scientist at Alias Research, is famous for exhorting computers manufacturers to make
computers at least as smart as the toilets at O’Hare airport.
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䊳 Absolute or Relative. Do you need to know an object’s absolute position in a
space, or just the change from its previous position?
䊳 Identity. Do you need to discern between multiple objects?
When talking about position and orientation, you have to consider the degrees of freedom
the body has in which to move. The fewer degrees of freedom you are interested in, the
easier the job. There are three degrees of freedom for position: left to right (X axis), up and
down (Y axis), and front to back (Z axis). On top of these, there are three more degrees
of freedom for orientation or rotation: rotation around the X axis (tilt or pitch), rotation
around the Y axis (pan or yaw), or rotation around the Z axis (roll).
Range of sensitivity is one of the most important criteria when choosing a sensor. Many
of the sensors discussed below are ranging sensors, meaning that they sense distance of
a body from the sensor or movement in front of the sensor. The range of most sensors is
constrained on the maximum end and on the minimum end. Most sensors will have an
effective range of under 9 feet. Video tracking is an exception to this because you can
adjust the range by adjusting the zoom on the lens. In addition, distance-ranging sensors
will not operate uniformly at all distances, so you have to work with the zone in which
they’re most sensitive. Figure 9.l illustrates the typical cone-shaped zone of sensitivity that
most ranging sensors have.
Figure 9.1
Many of the sensors
in this chapter have a
cone-shaped field of
sensitivity.

The best course of action in dealing with the various challenges of position tracking is
not to apply more sophisticated technology. Better results usually come from constraining
the environment to make your job easier. For example, ask yourself how many people
should be able to experience your project at one time. Consider constraining the space or
the entrances and exits so only one person at a time can fit through rather than dealing
with identifying multiple targets. There will be times when this is inappropriate or limits
the project too much, but if it doesn’t make any difference, or if it improves your project
to work with a constrained space, do so. Like a good magician, you should make your
necessary constraints look like a perfectly natural part of your system.
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How Ranging Sensors Work

Figure 9.2
Many distance sensors
work by sending a
beam of energy
(light, sound, and so
on) out and bouncing
it off the target.

This principle is common to many different sensors and across many scales. On a small
scale, there are the finger sensors in virtual-reality gloves. In some of these gloves, light
is sent down an optical fiber that rides along each finger.2 The fiber is scratched at each
knuckle so that a little light escapes when the fiber is bent. Bending a finger causes less
light to reach the end of the fiber. A photocell at the end captures the light and reads the
change as an analog value. On a large scale, airplane radar systems operate by sending out
a radio signal and measuring the time it takes for the signal to bounce back from a target.
This simple theory might inspire you to start making lots of homegrown sensors like
the flashlight example above. Keep in mind that ambient conditions in the field might
wreak havoc on a project that you’ve only tested in the lab. In the virtual-reality glove
example above, both the light source and the sensor could be completely encased and never
affected by ambient conditions. In real life situations, people with different wardrobes,
hairstyles, and skin pigmentation will reflect light differently. Because there is no lens over
the photocell, light coming from other sources and from every direction will affect the

2

Unless you have a manufactured version of this, we recommend using flex sensors instead for most glove projects. Flex
sensor finger sensors are much easier to build.

How Ranging Sensors Work

Most sensors that read the distance from a target send out some form of energy (light,
magnetism, or sound) as a reference signal. They measure the amount of energy that
reflected off the target and compare it with the energy that went out. Then they convert the
difference into an electrical voltage or digital signal that you can read on a microcontroller.
For example, a very cheap low-tech solution for making your computer as smart as the
toilets at the airport would be to place a photocell and a flashlight on your computer
monitor facing the user (see Figure 9.2). As a person gets closer to the computer, more of the
light from the flashlight will bounce off of her body back to the photocell. The photocell
would then give you a reading of whether a person was sitting in front of the computer and
roughly how close she was sitting.
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photocell. Changing ambient lighting conditions can interfere with your expectations of
how much light should bounce back. Finally, your user may not enjoy having a flashlight
shining in her face. We do not want to discourage your homegrown sensors, especially for
very contained environments. However, it’s generally worth the money to buy a commercial
sensor module when it is available. These modules typically use lenses or filters to
narrow the field of sensitivity. They use infrared light, ultrasonic sound, or other energy
sources that are not perceptible by humans. In addition, they often send out energy that is
modulated at a distinctive frequency to make it easier to distinguish it from other sources
in the environment.

Detecting Presence
Sometimes all you want to know is whether someone is present or not. This only requires a
simple digital input sensor. For example, if your haunted house multimedia extravaganza is
started when a person enters a doorway, all you need is a digital sensor to tell when he enters.
One common use for distance sensors is to track a person moving in front of an object in
order to trigger the object to action when the person gets close enough. This can be very
effective, but keep in mind that being present and paying attention are not the same thing,
as any parent or teacher can confirm. Imagine that you want to sense when a person is
looking at your painting so that you can make the painting respond in some way. You could
put a ranging sensor in front of the painting and look for a person to get close enough, but
this sensor alone won’t tell you whether she’s got her back to the painting or not. Sensing
attention is a more complex problem. The sensors we’ll cover in this section are good for
sensing presence only, but the sensors in the next section, “Determining Position,” can be
useful for detecting presence as well.

Foot Switches
Foot switches are the most straightforward means of detecting a person’s presence,
especially within a small area. The most common type is made of long strips of metal tape
separated at intervals by foam tape. When someone steps on these sensors, the foam tape
compresses and the metal strips touch each other like the contacts of any other switch. The
biggest problem with these sensors is that they need to be robust enough to withstand the
weight of people constantly stepping on them. For this reason, it’s probably better to use a
commercial version, even though they seem very simple to make. There are some good ones
available at http://www.tapeswitch.com. For a higher-end analog version, see the TapTiles
made for Infusion Systems’ I-Cube (http:// www.infusionsystems.com). Floor pads tend to
be ugly and should be concealed beneath some sort of carpet.

Photoelectric Switches
In a photoelectric switch, a light beam hits a target sensor. When the beam is broken by a
body passing between the sensor and the light source, the switch is activated. These are
the “electric eye” switches that have been used for decades in such things as automatic
door openers. They’re great for detecting passage through some threshold, such as a body
through a doorway or a hand through a hole in a box. You always see these in movies
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You can also buy photoelectric switches from any burglar alarm supply store (see Figure
9.3). These burglar alarm sensors can be effective across very wide areas and don’t
necessarily even need a microcontroller. They usually have two terminals, which get
connected when the beam breaks. You can connect these as a switch into a digital input
circuit or use it directly to turn on a relay or another low-amperage device. Quite often,
they will delay their reset for some period of time after being tripped. There’s usually a
potentiometer in the device for lowering the delay. You may not be able to lower it to zero,
though, depending on the sensor you buy. Highly Electric (http://www.highly.com) carries
photoelectric switches if you’re looking online for a source.
Figure 9.3
A photoelectric switch
and its target, and an
infrared sensor. These
two sensors work on
similar principles,
but the photoelectric
switch is digital (only
detects if someone
crosses the beam), and
the ranging sensor is
analog (measures the
distance between the
person and the sensor).

Motion Detectors
Motion detectors are those ubiquitous beige or black boxes with an LED that blinks when
someone walks anywhere in the room (see Figure 9.4). These sensors respond to changes in
the infrared light in the space. They only react to change, so will not tell you if someone is
in the room and standing still, only if they are moving. The ones used for burglar alarms
usually come with terminals that will connect as a switch into a digital input circuit. They
offer a distinct advantage over photoelectric switches in that they are extremely easy to
install, usually have a much wider field of sensitivity that can be adjusted by changing the
lenses that usually come with them. Like photoelectric switches, these sensors will delay
their reset for some period of time after being tripped. There’s usually a potentiometer
in the device for reducing the delay, but again, you may not be able to reduce it to zero,
depending on your sensor. You can also hack into the motion sensors used for outdoor
lights, which are cheaper and usually available in any hardware store. Though these

Detecting Presence

about jewel theft, sending red beams of light across the room around the treasure. In
reality, you seldom see the beam, and the jewel thief is never as attractive as the ones in
the movies. Some photoelectric switches have an emitter on one side and a detector on
the other. Others have the emitter and detector on one side and just a mirror on the other
side. You can make your own with a cheap laser pointer on one side and a photocell or
phototransistor on the other. Keep in mind that these sensors are digital, not analog. They
won’t tell you how far the body is from the light, just that the body crossed the beam of the
light.
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Figure 9.4
A motion detector.

sensors are usually designed to switch 120 volts AC, they usually operate well on as low as
5 to 12 volts DC, so they’ll work with your microcontroller.

Magnetic Switches
Magnetic switches consist of a very thin pair of contacts in a protective housing. When
exposed to a magnet they’re drawn together, closing the switch. Sometimes you’ll see the
switches themselves (without the magnets) sold as reed switches. The magnetic switch is
a favorite for sensing the position of moving objects because the magnet doesn’t require
any wires (see Figure 9.5). Suppose you want an object to be able to move unencumbered
by wires, but you want to know when it is placed on a pedestal. You might simply put a
magnet in the bottom of the object and the magnetic switch on the top of the pedestal.
Figure 9.5
A creepy doll head
with a magnetic switch
inside the neck. The
magnet is in the head.

Hall-effect sensors are similar to magnetic switches in that they detect a changing
magnetic field. The simplest Hall-effect sensors are digital ones that change their output
from low to high when the magnetic field around them changes. Analog Hall-effect sensors
output a variable voltage as the strength of the magnetic field around them changes. Hall-
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Determining Position
The sensors we’ve covered so far allow you to tell whether a person is in a particular space
or whether or not they’ve moved in the space, but they don’t tell you where the person is
or where she’s moving. Following are a few sensors for determining that. Most of these
will enable you to determine the person’s or object’s speed and velocity as well, if you keep
track of the change in position.
It is common to equate digital sensors with detecting presence and analog proximity
sensors with detecting distance. This is not always true. Given enough digital data points,
you can create an analog feel from digital sensors. For example, if you put enough digital
floor switches in a room, you would know roughly where in the room the person is
standing by which floor switch they are standing on. Conversely, analog sensors can be
used in a “binary” way by sensing if a particular threshold has been passed (see Chapter
8 for details on thresholds). You can change this threshold in software, giving you further
flexibility for changing conditions.

IR Sensors
You really can’t beat the Sharp GP2D family of IR sensors (carried by http://
www.acroname.com, http://www.digikey.com, and other retailers) for determining short
distance. They are cheap, relatively accurate, and easy to use. These sensors send out an
infrared beam and read the reflection of the beam off a target (refer to Figure 9.2). Different
models work at different ranges. The longest range sensor in the family, the GP2Y0A02YK,
can sense from eight to 56 inches. The shortest range one, the GP2D120, can sense a range
from about 1.5 to 12 inches. There are analog sensors in this family and digital sensors.
The digital sensors trigger when a person or object moves within a given threshold distance
of the sensor. The analog sensors output a variable voltage from 0 to 5 volts, which varies
with the distance. We find the analog ones more useful because they can always be
converted to digital use by measuring for a threshold. The standard analog input circuit
(refer to Chapter 6) will work for these if your microcontroller has A/D conversion built
in. Figure 9.6 shows the schematic and the wiring. If your microcontroller has no A/D
converters, you can use a variation on the R-C circuit used with the rctime command, as
shown in Figure 9.7.

Determining Position

effect sensors are very easy to use. Typically they have three leads: power, ground, and
output. To use them, you give them voltage and ground, then connect the output to your
microcontroller, reading it as digital or analog depending on the nature of the sensor. The
range on a Hall-effect sensor is very short, a couple of inches at most, so they’re really of
most use for measuring very small changes between magnetic objects. Jameco and Digi-Key
(http://www.jameco.com and http://www.digikey.com) both carry Hall-effect sensors.
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Figure 9.6
The Sharp GP2D12
infrared sensor
connected to a
microcontroller with
built-in analog-todigital conversion.

Figure 9.7
The RCTime circuit
with a Sharp GP2D12
IR sensor.
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Ultrasonic Sensors

The Devantech SRF family of ultrasonic sensors are a cheaper alternative to the Polaroids.
The cheapest one, the SRF04, works in the same way as the SensComp/Polaroid model:
you set an initialization pin high, then wait for a return on an echo pin. To determine
the distance, you divide the time taken by the speed of sound in your microcontroller’s
software. More expensive models like the SRF08 allow you to just get the distance by
communicating with the sensor using a protocol called I2C (for more on this protocol, see
Chapter 12, “More Communication between Devices”).
If you’re using the Devantech SRF04 or the SenseComp/Polaroid module, you will need to
do a little more programming. You can send out the ping with a simple pulsout command
on the INIT pin of the module. You can time how long it takes the sound to bounce off the
target and return using either a pulsin command or an rctime command. You will need a
constant for the speed of sound to convert the microseconds returned by these commands
into inches (73.746 microseconds per inch) or centimeters (29.033 microseconds per
centimeter). Figure 9.8 shows the schematic and the wiring.
Figure 9.8
The Devantech SRF04
ultrasonic sensor.

Determining Position

For longer ranges, ultrasonic ranging modules work well. Just like sonar devices, they send
out a ping of ultrasonic sound, and then time how long it takes to bounce back. The longer
it takes for the ping to return, the further away your target is. There are several different
models. The SensComp/Polaroid sonar-ranging modules can read a range from six inches to
35 feet. They have an initiation pin and an echo pin. To use them, you set the initiation pin
high, then use the rctime command on the echo pin to measure how long it takes to return
a signal. These modules are useful but expensive, and they draw a significant current (up
to two amps) when they send the ping.
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Here’s the pseudocode for reading a Devantech SRF04 sensor:
Loop
Pulse the init pin
Time how long it takes to get a pulse back
Divide the time by the speed of sound
Pause to let the sensor reset
End loop

Because the minimum times on the pulsout and pulsin commands are not the same on
the different microcontrollers we’re using, you’ll notice that the constant for the speed of
sound changes from one microcontroller to the next. Here’s the actual code:

PBASIC

distance var word
conversionFactor con 137 ‘54 for centimeters
initPin con 11
‘pin number for init pin
echoPin con 8
‘pin number for echo pin
debug “start”
pause 500 ‘ start program with a half-second delay
main:
pulsout initPin,10 ‘ 10us init pulse
pulsIn echoPin,1, distance
distance = distance/conversionFactor
debug “Distance: = “, DEC distance, “inches”,13
pause 100
goto main

MBasic

distance var word
conversionFactor con 137 ‘54 for centimeters
initPin con 11
‘pin number for init pin
echoPin con 8
‘pin number for echo pin
‘unfortunately, using debug on the atom interferes with the timing of the pulses
‘you need to program the atom rather than using debug mode,
‘and see the results in a terminal window.
Serout 6, N9600, [“start”]
pause 500 ‘ start program with a half-second delay
main:
pulsout initPin,10
’ 10us init pulse
pulsIn echoPin,0,distance
distance = distance/conversionFactor
Serout 6, N9600, [“Distance: = “, DEC distance, “inches”,13]
pause 100
goto main
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serout2 portc.6, 16468, [“start”]
pause 500 ‘ start program with a half-second delay
main:
pulsout initPin,1 ‘ 10us init pulse
pulsIn echoPin,1, distance
distance = distance/conversionFactor
serout2 portc.6, 16468, [“Distance: = “, DEC distance, “ inches”]
pause 100
goto main

BX-Basic

dim distance as integer
const conversionFactor as integer = 137 ‘54 for centimeters
const initPin as byte = 16 ‘pin number for init pin
const echoPin as byte = 13 ‘pin number for echo pin
sub Main()
debug.print “start”
call delay(0.5) ‘ start program with a half-second delay
do
pulseout initPin,10,1 ‘ 10us init pulse
distance = pulseIn(echoPin,1)
distance = distance\conversionFactor
debug.print “Distance = “ ; cstr(distance); “inches”
call delay(0.1)
loop
end sub

Other Position Sensors
The infrared and ultrasonic modules are by far the easiest distance-ranging sensors and
will probably take care of most of your distance measuring needs. For very close-range
interactions, (less than the 1.5 inches that the Sharp GP2D120 is capable of measuring),
consider analog Hall effect sensors. For very large-scale position sensing you can use GPS,
which can pinpoint your position within a few meters almost anywhere on earth. GPS
doesn’t work indoors or in areas without a clear view of the sky, however. GPS is well
covered in Chapter 12.
If you have very precise positioning requirements on the scale of the human body, consider
magnetic motion trackers (http://www.polhemus.com or http://www.ascension-tech.com).

Determining Position

DEFINE OSC 4‘ the constants in this code work for a 4 MHz clock,
‘ but need to be adjusted for other speeds.
‘ at 20MHz, for example, divide them by 5
distance var wordconversionFactor con 14
‘6 for centimeters
initPin var portb.0
‘pin number for init pin
echoPin var portb.1
‘pin number for echo pin
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These give you extremely fast and accurate readings for all six degrees of freedom via RS232 serial communication. The object that you’re tracking has to be tethered to a small
magnetic sensor. The range for the most accurate readings (less than 0.1”) is about one yard
radius, with a bigger range for less accurate readings. Large amounts of iron in the room
will reduce the accuracy. These sensors are expensive. They cost thousands of dollars, but
you can’t beat their accuracy with any homegrown solution. They’re great for applications
where a person will stand still in one place and move parts of her body around or
move objects around her body. Virtual reality designers love them. If you need precise
positioning for these kinds of applications, then get one of these sensors; the investment
will save you hundreds of hours trying to get precise six-degree tracking on your own.
In the $10,000 range, you can find a variety of sensors in the entertainment industry
for motion capture for special effects and animation. Every year at the Association for
Computing Machines’ SIGGRAPH conference you will see new schemes for doing this.
Often these systems require installation into a special purpose room. For example, Vicon
(http://www.vicon.com) makes a system for motion capture that uses an array of cameras
spread around the perimeter of an empty room. Retroreflective tape or balls (like the paint
used in highway lines that reflects light very well) are attached to the body or object that
you want to track. The cameras are designed to read only infrared light, which is reflected
by the retroreflective tape. The data from all the cameras is combined to generate a threedimensional track of the tape spots in space. To track a person, the spots are attached to
all of the person’s joints and whatever other body parts you want to track. Though motion
capture systems are very accurate, they are also very expensive and require considerable
computer expertise and horsepower to set up and maintain.

Determining Rotation
So far, we’ve introduced sensors that enable you to tell whether an object or person is
present, and where they are in a space. In this section we’ll talk about how to determine
how the person or object is oriented with respect to other objects.

Potentiometers
The simplest rotation sensor is the ordinary potentiometer. For example, if you want your
user to turn a wheel to adjust the rotation of an image or the pitch of a sound, you could
attach a potentiometer to the pivot point of the wheel. The circuitry and programming for a
potentiometer are very simple and are covered in the “Analog Input” section of Chapter 6.
There are two challenges to using an ordinary potentiometer for sensing a full 360 degrees
of rotation. First, most pots do not turn 360 degrees infinitely. Second, you have to find a
way to attach them to the wheel that the user is supposed to rotate.
Most potentiometers don’t turn a full 360 degrees. You can find multi-turn potentiometers,
but eventually they have also a limit in both directions. You can pop the back off of a pot and
eliminate the physical barrier to full rotation by cutting part of the metal casing off. However,
a potentiometer’s resistive band has a gap in it, positioned where the metal stops and keeps
you from turning it further. You will get very erratic readings as the potentiometer’s wiper
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Attaching a potentiometer to a larger wheel is usually a highly idiosyncratic problem, but
there are a few guidelines that are helpful to remember. Generally, pots are too lightweight
mechanically to take the force that an axle for a large wheel must take. Use a strong axle
for the wheel, and then attach the pot to one of the axle’s stationary supports. Next, couple
the pot to the wheel itself to measure the rotation. Make sure there is a little give in the
coupling so that the eccentricities of the wheel’s movement don’t produce wear on the pot.
Figure 9.9 shows three different options for coupling a potentiometer to a wheel.
Figure 9.9
Three different
methods for coupling a
potentiometer to
a wheel.

Accelerometers
Accelerometers measure the change in speed of movement, or acceleration. They typically
have two (or sometimes three) axes of measurement. Accelerometers are commonly
used in cars to measure acceleration and deceleration. If a car decelerates too fast, the
accelerometer senses it and triggers the air bags to inflate. When the two axes are perfectly
perpendicular to the earth, an accelerometer only measures changes from an outside force.
For example, an accelerometer mounted on a toy car would measure the car’s acceleration
due to a push from you. When you tilt an accelerometer, however, it measures acceleration
due to gravity. As a result, accelerometers will give you a relatively good measurement of
the tilt of a body or object. Because they use gravity as a reference, they only need to be
attached to the object you are sensing, thus avoiding all the mechanical hassles described
above that come with attaching potentiometers to moving parts. Accelerometers will
typically give you close to 90 degrees of sensitivity when it comes to measuring tilt in
this way. Unless you’re using a three-axis accelerometer, or two two-axis accelerometers
mounted at 90 degrees relative to each other, you’ll only get two directions of movement.
Analog Devices (http://www.analog.com) makes a number of good accelerometers, among
them the ADXL202E. All of Analog’s accelerometers are tiny chips, which are very difficult
to solder by hand for the inexperienced solderer. However, they make a demonstration
board, the ADXL202EB, that’s very easy to integrate with a breadboard. The ADXL202E

Determining Rotation

moves over this gap. You might be able to live with this if the resolution that you need from
the sensor is less than the error that the gap introduces. You can also buy dual potentiometers,
or continuous rotation potentiometers, which contain two wipers, and rotate endlessly
through 360 degrees. By reading the signal from both wipers, you get a continuously changing
reading and can avoid the error caused by the gap. You do this by discarding the reading from
whichever wiper is passing over the gap at any given moment.
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SLIP RINGS
There is a problem that frequently accompanies sensing rotation. If you have electronics on a turning
part that’s wired to a non-turning part, the wires will get tangled and eventually limit the rotation.
The simplest way to solve this problem is to make the rotating part’s electronics self-contained, or to
use wireless technologies. This means the rotating part will probably need batteries at least and much
more supporting electronics at most. To avoid this, you can use slip rings as conductors for the wires
on the rotating parts. Slip rings contain bands of metal conductors, typically on the shaft, to which the
rotating electronics are attached. Springy conductors attached to the non-rotating part press against
these bands to conduct without being attached. Slip rings introduce some electrical noise because the
conductors are grinding against each other, so they’re usually machined very precisely to reduce this.
They’re usually fairly expensive as a result. A quarter-inch stereo phono jack can work as a cheap
and dirty slip ring for three conductors. Figure 9.10 shows a phono jack used as a slip ring and a
professional slip ring.
Figure 9.10
A phono jack used as
a slip ring (left) and
a professional slip
ring (right).

has two output pins, one for the X axis and one for the Y axis. Both pins output a digital
pulse whose width varies with the acceleration on that axis. You can measure the pulse
width using the rctime command or the pulsin command. Analog also makes a second
demonstration board, the ADXL202-EB-232, that gives you the X and Y accelerations via
RS232 serial communication. This board costs over $200, though, so we don’t recommend
it. Figure 9.11 shows how to connect the ADXL202EB to a microcontroller.
To read the ADXL202E from a microcontroller, you simply listen for pulses coming in
on the X pin and the Y pin. For most human-scale applications, just reading the varying
numbers will give you a good enough resolution to do what you need to do. If you actually
need to calculate the acceleration in meters per second squared, consult the data sheet
available for download from Analog Devices (http://www.analog.com). The example below
returns the raw numbers only.
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PBASIC

xTilt var word
yTilt var word
XPin con 6 ‘pin number for init pin
yPin con 7 ‘pin number for echo pin
debug “start”
pause 500 ‘ start program with a half-second delay
main:
pulsIn XPin,1, xTilt
pulsIn YPin,1, yTilt
debug “xTilt = “, DEC xTilt, “ yTilt = “, DEC yTilt
pause 100
goto main

MBasic

xTilt var word
yTilt var word
XPin con 6 ‘pin number for init pin

Determining Rotation

Figure 9.11
An ADXL202EB
accelerometer module
connected to a
microcontroller.
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yPin con 7 ‘pin number for echo pin
debug [“start”]
pause 500 ‘ start program with a half-second delay
main:
pulsIn XPin,1, xTilt
pulsIn YPin,1, yTilt
debug [“xTilt = “, DEC xTilt, “ yTilt = “, DEC yTilt]
pause 100
goto main

PicBasic
Pro

DEFINE OSC 4
xTilt var word
yTilt var word
XPin var PORTB.0 ‘pin number for init pin
yPin var PORTB.1 ‘pin number for echo pin
serout2 portc.6, 16468, [“start”]
pause 500 ‘ start program with a half-second delay
main:
pulsIn XPin,1, xTilt
pulsIn YPin,1, yTilt
serout2 portc.6, 16468, [“xTilt = “, DEC xTilt, “ yTilt = “, DEC yTilt]
pause 100
goto main

BX-Basic

dim xTilt as integer
dim yTilt as integer
const XPin as byte = 11 ‘pin number for init pin
const YPin as byte = 12 ‘pin number for echo pin
sub Main()
debug.print “start”
call delay(0.5) ‘ start program with a half-second delay
do
xTilt = pulseIn(XPin,1)
yTilt = pulseIn(YPin,1)
debug.print “xTilt = “ ; cstr(xTilt); “ yTilt = “;cstr(yTilt)
call delay(0.1)
loop
end sub
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Compass

Encoders
Encoders combine a rotating wheel and a light sensor to sense rotation. The heart of a
common encoder is a wheel with slits cut in it. A phototransistor and an LED are mounted
on either side of the wheel, aimed at it. The LED’s light will pass through the slits and
be received by the phototransistor, but it will be blocked by the spokes between the slits.
Your microcontroller can then count pulses from the phototransistor to find out how many
slits have passed and, therefore, how far the wheel has turned. This is a relative reading
as opposed to the absolute reading that a pot gives you. If your microcontroller misses
a pulse, your relative position shifts, and you have inaccurate information about the
wheel’s position. Generally, encoders are more effective for measuring speed than position.
Encoders are common in older computer mice. Two encoders are positioned on two sides
of a ball, which rotates both encoders at once. One encoder is used for reading movement
along the mouse’s long axis, and one measures movement laterally. If you’ve ever picked up
your mouse to continue dragging across the screen, you’ve seen how encoders are relative
and not absolute. The mouse’s position on the pad isn’t measured, but its speed across the
pad is. This is why the cursor doesn’t move much when you lift the mouse but does move
when you drag the mouse across the pad. Figure 9.12 shows an encoder in a typical mouse.
Figure 9.12
A rotary encoder in a
mouse.

There is another type of encoder, called an absolute encoder, that does the work of counting
the pulses for you and delivers an absolute position. Absolute encoders sound great,
but they typically have less resolution than potentiometers. Both types of encoders can
continuously move 360 degrees around a circle.

Determining Rotation

Accelerometers cannot read rotation around the vertical axis, or pan angle. For this
you can use an electronic compass. Electronic compasses work just like conventional
compasses, using the earth’s magnetic field to determine rotation. Readings from a compass
are not perfectly accurate ( ±5 degrees) and they don’t react very quickly, but for rough
readings, they’re relatively easy to use. Reasonably priced models like the Devantech
CMPS03 (available from http://www.acroname.com and others) send their reading back to
your microcontroller using synchronous serial communication (see Chapter 12 for details
on this method of communication).
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Speed of Rotation
Quite often, you need to know speed of rotation rather than distance of rotation. A
tachometer is a typical device for measuring rotational speed. To build a tachometer, you
only need one digital sensor on the side of the wheel. Magnetic switches work well for
this because they require no physical connection to the wheel. You put the magnet on the
wheel and the magnetic switch in a fixed position beside the wheel. With each rotation,
the magnet turns on the switch. Count the on-off transitions per minute, and you’ve got the
revolutions per minute (RPMs). Edge detection and debouncing (refer to Chapter 8) will be
important for fast moving wheels. You will see this set up on most bicycle tachometers. To
measure rotation speeds of less than a full rotation, you’ll need to add more magnets at a
regular spacing, or you’ll need a potentiometer or an encoder.

Gyroscopes
Gyroscopes are sensors that measure angular acceleration. They’re similar to
accelerometers, except that they measure how fast the angle of rotation is changing, rather
than measuring acceleration in a straight line. They can be very useful for measuring
rotation around an axis and for measuring speed of rotation.

Video Tracking
Photocells have a very seductive quality when you first play with them as an analog
input into your microcontroller. It seems magical to get a beautiful range of numbers just
by waving your hand without any wires attached. When you use photocells in an actual
installation, however, they start to give you a lot of headaches. You can look at video
cameras as a dense array of thousands of photocells, but without many of the weaknesses
of individual photocells. Video cameras have a lens to scale the range of light you are
interested in, an iris to adjust for lighting conditions, and the ability to separate the
incoming light by color. Welcome to the even more seductive world of machine vision.
Multimedia computers have become fast enough for you to manipulate video on a pixelby-pixel level rather than frame-by-frame. If you want to know where a person is in a
room, you could put a camera on the ceiling and then use software to look for the X and Y
position of any pixels that are a different color than the floor. When you want details of a
person’s motion in a large space, this is often the best solution.
As you get into video tracking, you will have new appreciation of your body’s ability to
see and process what it’s seeing. One of the things that makes computer vision so difficult
is that cameras and computers do not automatically adjust for changing conditions the
way our eyes and brains do. For example, if you see a fire engine at noon, and then again
in the evening, your eye compensates for the lighting differences. The fire engine appears
to be the same color, even though the light reflected from it is very different at those two
times of the day. The computer, on the other hand, will just see the fire engine as different
colors at the different times of day. Making matters worse, when you’re using analog video
standards (NTSC, PAL, and so on) that are very noisy, blips in the signal will make the
color of individual pixels appear to change even if the color is not changing. Even if you
could solve color-correction problems with better equipment, you are still left with the
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Computer vision experts spend many years
tackling these problems. Even if you’re
not eager to get a Ph.D. in this subject in
order to realize your project, you can solve
80 percent of the problems fairly easily
and then constrain your environment
to account for the rest. For example, it
might be very difficult to find a person
against some changing and arbitrary
background (the stuff of computer science
dissertations) but very easy to find them
against a uniformly colored background
(the stuff of art school projects). It is very
difficult to recognize a person’s face, but
trivial to find a particular red hat. If you
want to make your life easy, have the
person wear a red hat and ensure that
there is a uniform non-red background.
This may seem too constrained, but it gives
you the general idea.

COLOR SPACES
Your illumination changes more than the colors
of the objects change. When you’re analyzing
an image from camera software, it’s better to
use colorspaces that separate out brightness
from color. A colorspace is a way of describing
and analyzing the light and color in an image.
For example, you can describe an image by its
hue (what color it is), saturation (how deep the
color is), and brightness (how bright the light is).
Unfortunately, most camera digitizers convert
camera images into an RGB colorspace, meaning
that every pixel is described by its red value,
green value, and blue value. You can convert RGB
values to HSB, or you can use normalized RGB.
To normalize RGB values, use these formulas:
nR= r/(r+b+g)
nG = g/(r+g+b)
nB = b/(r+g+b)
Normalizing your RGB values might improve
your results with the Processing and Java code
listed below.

Whenever you’re planning a project using
video tracking, the first factor to consider
is the lighting. Strong, even light throughout the space to be tracked will make the image
on camera much clearer with higher contrast and will simplify the task of picking out
change from the background. Your camera will often automatically try to boost the lighting
artificially and introduce noise in low-light conditions. Despite your best efforts, most
video signals will be noisy. Blurring the video in software (not in the lens) will lessen the
effects of noise and bad lighting, but it will lower your resolution and drastically slow
down your processing.
Using infrared light is a great trick for video tracking. Although your eye cannot see
infrared light, video cameras can. Try clicking your television’s remote control in front of
a video camera to prove it. If you place an infrared filter3 in front of a camera in a room
with fluorescent lights, you will only see the remote control surrounded by darkness.
3 Infrared filters should be called visible light filters because that is what they really filter. You can buy them from most
photographic suppliers, or you make one very inexpensively by using a piece of ordinary photographic film that has been
processed without being exposed. Sometimes just the trailer on an old negative that you have lying around the house (the
black strip that you normally throw out) will work.

Video Tracking

most difficult problem: object recognition.
Our brains effortlessly pick out objects in
a scene. For example, we can recognize
a head, a hand, or a snake, regardless of
the angle at which it’s viewed. When you
sit down to write software to do the same
kind of recognition, it’s hard to even know
where to start.
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Fluorescent lights do not give off infrared light, but incandescent lights do, as does the sun.
If you can discreetly attach an infrared source to your target, it can easily be singled out of
an otherwise black field for rock-solid tracking. For example, a wand or a badge with an IR
LED in it, or an incandescent source like a flashlight covered by an infrared filter, will do
the job nicely. Retroreflective tape (the kind you see on biker’s helmets and ankle straps) is
highly visible under infrared light. You can buy it in strips from 3M (http://www.3M.com).
It can improve visibility if you have no way of putting a powered IR source on the person
or object you want to track. When it’s difficult or impossible to attach an IR source to the
target, you can wash the entire scene with IR illuminators and look for moving shadows.
Overriding automatic exposure and focus is usually desirable so you have greater control
over the changes in light. It is hard to find inexpensive manual video cameras these days.
Most of them have auto-irises to correct the light levels automatically, so check this before
choosing a camera. Look for cameras with manual override, if possible. Quite often the
best camera position is on the ceiling because you will be able to track two dimensions of
horizontal movement, and people don’t move vertically very much. A zoom lens that goes
to a very wide angle is the most useful for this type of installation because the area covered
at human head level is less than that covered on the floor. For example, if the camera is 10
feet high and has a 45-degree viewing angle, it will cover 8 foot 4 inches on the floor, but
only 3 foot 8 inches at head height. See Figure 9.13 for the details.
Figure 9.13
When using a camera
on the ceiling to track
horizontal movement,
try to hang the camera
as high as possible
and use a very wideangle lens.

You need a fast processor to look at each pixel as fast as they come into a video camera (up
to 12 million pixels per second). None of the microcontrollers that we have covered in this
book is fast enough to do this. We will show you how to connect to another microcontroller
that is fast enough (the SX chip in the CMUcam, available from http://www.acroname.com),
but for the greatest functionality and flexibility in camera types, connect a video camera to
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The first two examples in Director and Max/MSP are considerably easier than the second
two in Processing and Java. This is because in Director and Max/MSP you are giving over
most of the pixel-by-pixel work to extensions written by somebody else in C. In the latter
two examples in Processing and Java, your code has to do all the work of processing each
pixel individually. As usual, in return for this additional work you will get more control.
Configuring your computer with the various layers of drivers so that your software can
make contact with the video pixels will often be more difficult than writing your code.
More and more machines come ready for this kind of video input, so you might just get
lucky, but don’t be surprised if it does not work right away. There are too many different
video input devices (USB webcams, firewire webcams, DV camcorders, NTSC video
cameras) for your software to be able to accommodate each one individually. Instead, it
will rely on a standard for video such as QuickTime, Video for Windows, or DirectShow
to bring those disparate inputs into a common format. QuickTime is standard for the
technologies listed in this book, so make sure it is installed (it’s a free download from
http://www.apple.com/quicktime/) on your machine. Next you have to be sure that your
video hardware is ready to talk to QuickTime. To do this, you’ll need a driver called a
VDIG. Video hardware for the Mac will usually come with such a driver. Most video
hardware for a PC usually only comes with WDM (DirectShow) or the older Video For
Windows drivers. For a PC, you would then need a WDM to VDIG software adapter
(downloadable from http://www.vdig.com or http://www.abstractplane.com.au). You should
test your computer’s configuration before you touch any of your own code using one of
two utility programs: AmCap (for testing WDM drivers on the PC) and HackTV (for testing
VDIG drivers or adapters on both the Mac and PC). These applications are freely available
on the Web and often come with your video equipment.

Video Tracking in Director MX
The fastest way to get the most functionality is with an Xtra for Macromedia
Director called TTC-Pro (which can be purchased and downloaded from http://
www.smoothware.com). Although Director is not really fast enough to look through video
pixel-by-pixel at normal video resolutions, it can ask this Xtra (written in C) to do it. For
example, you can have the Xtra return to you the X and Y coordinates of the pixel that’s
closest to a particular RGB value. This is what the code listed below does. The Xtra can do
much more than that. For example, you can make a motion tracker by asking it repeatedly
for the X and Y coordinates of all the areas that changed from the previous frame. You
can make a change tracker by asking for the X and Y coordinates of the areas that have
changed from a reference frame that you had previously captured using the Xtra. At lower
resolutions, you can even ask for all the pixels to be passed to Director for you to analyze
in Lingo. Don’t be put off by the complicated example movie that comes with TTC-Pro.
The majority of your changes will be variations on a single line within the exitframe
script. Download the demo of this Xtra and paste this code into a movie, put a quickdraw

Video Tracking

a multimedia computer. More and more software environments have extensions to access
video pixel by pixel. Below are examples for video tracking in Director MX, Max/MSP,
Processing, Java, and the CMUcam. We’ve just scratched the surface in each environment,
giving you enough of an example to get a hold of something within the video pixels. The
rest is up to you.
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castmember into sprite 1, and you’ll see video in a window with a sprite following the
reddest point in the video. If you click on another color, the program will try to follow
that color. The original and less expensive TrackThemColors Xtra from Smoothware would
accomplish this task, but we recommend using the Pro version because it has a lot more
functionality and works on more platforms.
global TrackObj, targetRed, targetGreen, targetBlue, videoWidth,videoHeight
on startmovie
set videoWidth = 320
set videoHeight = 240
-- Tries to open any version of the TTC Xtra that is in the same folder
OpenXlib “TTC-Pro Xtra (Carbon)”
OpenXlib “TTC-Pro Xtra (Classic)”
OpenXlib “TTC-Pro Xtra (windows)”
OpenXlib “TTC-ProDemo Xtra (Carbon)”
OpenXlib “TTC-ProDemo Xtra (Classic)”
OpenXlib “TTC-ProDemo Xtra (windows)”
--make a new object
TrackObj = new(xtra “TTCPro”)
--initialize the object for the size that you want:
put InitVideo(TrackObj,1,rect(0,0,VideoWidth,VideoHeight),1)
targetRed = 255 --make the initial target red
targetGreen = 0
tagetBlue = 0
end
on exitframe
--grab a frame to be tracked and displayed
TrackObj.GrabOneFrame()
--show the video, this may become optional later:
TrackObj.ShowVideo([rect(0,0,videoWidth, videoHeight),rect(0,0,videoWidth,
videoHeight)])

--ask the object for closest pixel to that color in the whole frame:
location = TrackObj.TrackColors(1,[[targetRed,targetGreen,targetBlue,rect(0,0,videoW
idth, videoHeight)]])
--This is the line that you would most likely change for other functionality --- it returns a list, but the first item is the best position
sprite(1).loc = location[1][1]
go the frame
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end

on keydown
if the key = “s” then
--when you press “s” you will get the standard dialog box for video settings
trackObj.videoSettings()
end if
end
on stopmovie
--working with xtras, it is important to clean up the objects you make manually
TrackObj.CleanUp()
set TrackObj = 0
closeXlib
end

Video Tracking in Max/MSP
For Max/MSP users, there are a couple of options. Jitter is an extensive addition to
Max/MSP for video input and output. Jitter has some tracking capabilities, using the
jit.findbounds object. There is an extension of jitter that has some more powerful
machine vision capabilities as well. It’s called cv.jit, and it’s downloadable from
http://www.iamas.ac.jp/~jovan02/cv/index.html.
Figure 9.14
A sample Max/MSP
patch using the
jit.findbounds object.

Video Tracking

on mouseDown
--if they click within the video use that pixel to set a new target
if inside(point(mouseH(),mouseV()), rect(0,0,videoWidth,videoHeight)) then
-- ask the object for the color of the pixel that you clicked on
pickedPixel = TrackObj.GetColors([point(mouseh(),mousev())])
-- the object returns a list , [red, green, blue]
targetRed = pickedPixel[1]
targetGreen = pickedPixel[2]
targetBlue = pickedPixel[3]
put “New Target: “ , targetRed, targetGreen, targetBlue
end if
end
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Jitter allows you to feed the findbounds object minima and maxima for the color that you are
tracking. Findbounds will give you back the rectangular bounds (rects for short) of objects
in the video that fall within those constraints. In the example in Figure 9.14, a QuickTime
movie is played, and you are able to pick a color to track. Rects that contain colors within
10 values of the chosen color will be returned by findbounds.
Two other video input solutions for Max/MSP have been around for a while: the Very
Nervous System (available from http://www.interlog.com/~drokeby/softVNS.html) and
Cyclops (available from http://www.ericsinger.com). They let you set up hotspots in the
video and return a value when the pixels in the hotspot differ by a threshold that you set.
This gives you the functionality of hitting a virtual button when you gesture within the
hotspot. The other examples in this book take an alternate approach; they allow you to
follow a gesture anywhere in the screen by tracking a blob of pixels. Figure 9.15 shows the
example help patch from Cyclops.
Figure 9.15
A sample Max/MSP
patch using the
Cyclops object.

When you open the Cyclops patch or add the Cyclops object to a patch, a video window
pops up and you are able to set sensitivities (zones) for any of the grid squares. When you
place one of these numbered zones in the grid, the pixels from that square of the grid are
treated as a single pixel. There are a few different things a zone can be sensitive to: color,
grayscale, and change. In the patch in Figure 9.15, you can see that the final routing object
is giving the results of each zone into a box.

Video Tracking in Processing
As we mentioned in Chapter 7, Processing is a simple programming environment for
making graphic applications, and it can be extended by incorporating Java, once you know
what you’re doing. It gives you a lot of the power of Java while eliminating a great deal of
the complexity. To see this in action, compare the following Processing example to the
abbreviated Java example below. In addition to the configuration that we talked about in
the “Video Tracking” section above, you will need some additional Java classes to connect
QuickTime to Java. The QuickTime for Java classes are an optional part of the QuickTime
install, but Processing should take care of that for you when you install it.
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boolean newFrame = false;
float targetRed = 255.0; //set some numbers for the target you are chasing
float targetGreen = 0.0;
float targetBlue = 0.0;
void setup(){
beginVideo(320,240, 30); //initiate the video, resolution and frame rate
size(320, 240); //give your Processingwindow a size
}
void videoEvent(){
newFrame = true;
}
void loop(){
if(newFrame) {
float worldRecord = 1000.0; //intialize the worldrecord
int xFound = 0; // initialize the location of the red tracking ball
int yFound = 0;
if (mousePressed) { //allow the target color to be changed
color pix = video.pixels[mouseY*video.width+mouseX];
targetRed = red(pix); //get the color of the pixel they clicked on
targetGreen = green(pix);
targetBlue = blue(pix);
}
for(int j=0; j<video.height; j=j+1) { //for each row
for(int i=0; i<video.width; i=i+1) { //for each column
//get the color of this pixels
//find pixel in linear array using formula:
pos =
row*rowWidth+column
color pix = video.pixels[j*video.width+i];
//find the difference
float diff = abs(targetRed - red(pix)) + abs(targetGreen - green(pix)) +
abs(targetBlue - blue(pix));
if (diff< worldRecord){ // if this is closest to our target color
worldRecord = diff;
yFound = j; //mark the spot for drawing it later
xFound = i;
}
}
}

Video Tracking

When the code example below is working properly, you should see video in a window
with a red dot following the reddest thing in the picture. If you click on another color the
program will try to follow that color. You can see that the main loop contains a repeat loop
that looks through all the rows of pixels, and then another repeat loop nested within that
to scan all the columns within a row.
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image(video,0,0); //draw the video, this might be optional
//after all the pixels have been tested, draw the winner
fill(255,0,0);
ellipse(xFound, yFound, 10, 10);
newFrame = false;
}
}

Video Tracking in Java
Java lags behind C for speed of execution, so you may not think that it’s perfect for
processor-intensive tasks like video tracking. However, faster machines and just-in-time
compilers allow you to get good video frame rates along with the portability, extensibility,
networking capabilities, relative ease of use, and wide knowledge base of Java. In addition
to the configuration that we talked about in the introduction to this section, you will need
some additional Java classes to connect QuickTime to Java. The QuickTime for Java classes
are an optional part of the QuickTime install so you may have to update or even go back
to the installer to do a custom install with QuickTime for Java checked. In order to remove
some of the complexities of the QuickTime for Java classes, we are also using a package
called vpb.jar (downloadable from http://stage.itp.tsoa.nyu.edu/~dano/vbp/). If you want to
use the code below, you will have to put another file, vpb.jar, into your classpath. The same
folder as your class should be part of your classpath. To be sure, you can put it in /jre/lib/
ext/ (PC) and /Library/Java/Extensions/ (Macintosh OSX).
When the code example below is working properly, you should see video in a window
with a red dot following the reddest thing in the picture. If you click on another color,
the program will try to follow that color. The main action of this code happens in the
LookAtFrame method, where there is a repeat loop that looks through all the rows of pixels;
another repeat loop is nested within that to scan all the columns within a row. This quick
and dirty program might do the trick for some applications. If you want to go further
once you get the pixels, we recommend the books Digital Image Processing: A Practical
Introduction Using Java by Nick Efford (Addison-Wesley, 2000) and Machine Vision
Algorithms in Java: Techniques and Implementation by Paul F. Whelan and Derek Molloy
(Springer Verlag, 2000).
import
import
import
import

java.awt.*;
java.util.*;
java.awt.event.*;
java.awt.image.*;

public class PickNTrack extends Frame {
static int kWidth ; //The overall size of your video
static int kHeight ;
static long elapsedTime; //For evaluating performace
static long now;
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int x = 0; //these are the x and y position of the dot you are drawing
int y = 0;
int redGoal = 210; //these describe the color you are chasing
int greenGoal = 20; //255, 255, 255 would be white
int blueGoal = 20;
PixelSource ps; //this object from vbp.jar gives you access to video pixels
ImageWrangler iw; //this object from vbp.jar converts from arrays to images
PickNTrack myWindow;
Image myImage; // An image for displaying the video frame
boolean scanning = true;

PickNTrack() { //this is like startmovie
kWidth =320;
kHeight =240;
}
public static void main(String args[]) { //always the first method called
myWindow = new PickNTrack();
myWindow.setSize(kWidth,kHeight);
myWindow.show();
myWindow.toFront();
myWindow.setLayout (null);
//These are the two objects that you are using out of vpb.jar
ps = new PixelSource(kWidth,kHeight);
iw = new ImageWrangler(ps.vidWidth,kHeight,ps.getMasks());
//add a listener for shutting the window, give it a method to call
(thisWindowClosing)
myWindow.addWindowListener(new java.awt.event.WindowAdapter() {
public void windowClosing(java.awt.event.WindowEvent e) {
myWindow.thisWindowClosing(e);
}
});
//add a listener for clicking the mouse in the window, give it a method to call
(MouseClicked)
myWindow.addMouseListener(new java.awt.event.MouseAdapter() {
public void mouseClicked(java.awt.event.MouseEvent e) {
myWindow.MouseClicked(e);
}
});
//add a listener for pressing a key, give it a method to call (KeyPressed)
myWindow.addKeyListener(new java.awt.event.KeyAdapter() {
public void keyPressed(java.awt.event.KeyEvent e) {
myWindow.KeyPressed(e);
}

Video Tracking

static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
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});
/////////This is the main loop///////
while (scanning) //you may want to farm this out to a thread
{
LookAtAFrame(); //we look through all the pixels
myWindow.repaint(); // we paint the winner
}
}
static void LookAtAFrame() { //this is where the action is, where we go pixel by
pixel through the video
int[] rgb;
int worldRecord = 60000; //some huge number
ps.grabFrame(); //grab a frame
for (int row = 0; row < kHeight; row++) {
//REPEAT FOR EACH ROW OF PIXELS
for (int column = 0; column < kWidth; column++){
//REPEAT FOR EACH PIXEL IN THE ROW
rgb = ps.getPixel(column,row);
int diff = Math.abs(rgb[0] - redGoal) +Math.abs(rgb[2]-blueGoal) +
Math.abs(rgb[1 ] - greenGoal);
if (diff < worldRecord) {
//if the difference is smallest for this pixel
x = column; //remember this position
y = row;
worldRecord = diff ;
//reset the record
}
}//END FOR EACH PIXEL IN A ROW
}//END FOR EACH ROW OF PIXELS
try {Thread.sleep(1);} catch(InterruptedException e) {}
myImage = iw.imageFromArray(ps.getPixelArray()); //make a picture
elapsedTime = System.currentTimeMillis()-now; //for checking performance
now = System.currentTimeMillis();
}
// end of lookat frame
public void update(Graphics g){ //avoid flicker, don’t clear the screen
paint(g);
}
public void paint(Graphics g) { //this is where we paint
if (myImage != null){
g.drawImage(myImage,0,0,this);//the background video
g.setColor(Color.black);//black
g.fillOval( x-5,y-5,10,10);//the dot for tracking
g.setColor(new Color(redGoal, greenGoal, blueGoal));//black
g.fillOval( x-4,y-4,8,8);//the dot for tracking
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CMUcam
If you cannot have a multimedia computer involved in your project at all, for example, if
you want to attach a camera to the back of your head so you can detect car headlights, or
if you’re building a musical baton that generates musical tones from video patterns, one
option is to use the CMUcam (available through http://www-2.cs.cmu.edu/~cmucam/).
The CMUcam uses an SX microcontroller to look through the pixels. The SX works at
100 million instructions per second (MIPS). That is fast enough to look at each pixel of
incoming video, while a PIC microcontroller with a 20 Megahertz crystal, which operates at
5 MIPS, is not. You can talk to the CMUcam from your microcontroller via a TTL or an RS232 serial connection. Figure 9.16 shows the CMUcam.
We highly recommend that, before you start connecting the CMUcam directly to your
microcontroller, you get to know the CMUcam’s serial commands first, using a terminal

Video Tracking

}
}
public boolean MouseClicked(java.awt.event.MouseEvent evt){
//this repicks the color you are chasing
int[] rgb;
int x = evt.getX();
int y = evt.getY();
rgb = ps.getPixel(x,y);
redGoal = rgb[0];
greenGoal =rgb[1];
blueGoal = rgb[2];
System.out.println (“clicked x” + x + “ y” + y + “ R” + redGoal + “ G” +
greenGoal + “ B” + blueGoal);
return(true);
}
public boolean KeyPressed(java.awt.event.KeyEvent e){ //pop up dialog
String whichKey =e.getKeyText(e.getKeyCode());
if (whichKey.equals(“S”)) { //press “s” to get video settings
ps.videoSettings();
}else if (whichKey.equals(“T”)) { //press “t” to see performance
System.out.println (“Time: “ + elapsedTime + “ ms/frame “);
}
return(true);
}
void thisWindowClosing(java.awt.event.WindowEvent e) {
scanning = false;
System.out.println (“quit”);
dispose();
ps.killSession();
System.exit(5);
}
}
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Figure 9.16
The CMUcam.

program on your multimedia computer or using the Java application that comes with the
CMUcam. Set the baud rate in HyperTerminal or Zterm to 115200, then send a line of text:
TC 130 255 0 10 0 30 followed by a carriage return to the CMUcam. It will look for blobs
with red values between 130 and 255, green values between 0 and 10, and blue values
between 0 and 30 and return the coordinates of all the blobs that meet those criteria.
The calls you make to the CMUcam are similar to the calls you make to the
TrackThemColors Xtra in Director or the Cyclops extension of Max/MSP. One important
difference is that there’s not enough memory on the CMUcam to store a reference frame
necessary for background removal or motion detection. Though the CMUcam may seem
like an attractive option because it eliminates the need for a multimedia computer, we
recommend (as usual) that you start at the highest level possible. Before you spend the
money on a CMUcam or any other low-level solution, ask yourself if it’s necessary to do
it the low-level way. Even if your project eventually needs to be free from a multimedia
computer, we recommend that you learn the basics of video tracking there and prototype
your concept using the easiest environment possible.

Identity
Tracking objects in a space becomes more complicated when you’re trying to track more
than one. Not only do you need to know where each object is, but also which one is
where. Many of the sensors covered here will not support multiple targets. For example,
our beloved IR and ultrasonic sensors will bounce off the closest target, not noticing any
targets behind it. The main technique for establishing identity of multiple targets is to give
each target a distinct signature.
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While commercial ID systems aren’t terribly difficult to use, they don’t work well at
longer ranges (greater than a meter). In addition, the expense and overhead of learning
the protocols may be more than you need. There are many more homegrown solutions for
identifying objects as well. Generally, any property that you can sense can be assigned
in varying degrees to use as a signature to distinguish each object that you want to track.
Following are three approaches to one problem, the tracking of game pieces on a board (for
example, chess, checkers, and so on).
䊳 Color. You could give an individual game piece a unique color, and place a
camera above the board. Then you’re able to track all the game pieces using
any of the video tracking techniques covered in this chapter. This relies on
very controlled lighting and on the players’ hands not obscuring the game
board too much. You can also get the TCS230 color sensor (available from
http://www.parallaxinc.com) that senses differences in color. It’s basically
a low-resolution camera that outputs the color differences only, with no
information about the shape of what it sees.
䊳 Flashing sequence. You could give each piece its own microcontroller
(consider the cheaper PICs here) and have each one emit a different serial
string, which pulses an infrared LED. Use an infrared phototransistor
attached to a serial input pin to read the serial data. The receiving
microcontroller will know each different game piece by its serial signature.
In order to do this, you need to be able to make an infrared LED visible on

Identity

Three of the most common commercial identification technologies can interface relatively
easily with a microcontroller or a multimedia computer: barcode scanners, RFID tags, and
magnetic swipe card readers. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tags are stickers or
small tokens that carry a unique ID number. When radio waves are bounced off an RFID
tag, the tag reflects the radio wave back, but the reflection carries the ID number with it.
Passive RFID tags get their energy from the radio wave itself and require no battery or other
form of power. Passive RFID tags only work over short distances. If you’ve ever bought
a book or a CD and have seen the sticker with a spiral metal pattern on it, you’ve seen a
passive RFID tag. Active RFID tags have their own power source and can work over longer
distances. These are much more expensive than passive tags. They’re used in commuter
tollbooth passes like EZ-Pass. The receivers for RFID range in cost from $100 and up.
SkyeTek (http://www.skyetek.com) sells a small receiver for about $100 that interfaces
via RS-232 serial to a microcontroller and can be embedded into many projects. Passive
RFID tags cost less than a dollar apiece, generally. Barcode scanners use a laser to scan
the pattern of light and dark bands on a UPC symbol and convert it into a string of text.
They’re ubiquitous in retail stores these days. You can find barcode scanners with RS-232
serial ports relatively easily. Symbol Technologies (http://www.symbol.com) is the biggest
manufacturer of barcode scanners and has a wide range available. Used barcode scanners
are easy to find on eBay as well. They usually come with software for printing out the
barcode stickers. Magnetic swipe card readers use a magnetic tape recorder head to read
the magnetic tape on a credit card or ID card and convert it to a string of text. They’re
also easy to find on eBay and many of the electronics retailers mentioned in this book.
Interfacing them to a microcontroller is a little trickier; it generally involves synchronous
serial communication (see Chapter 12 for more on that).
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the top of each game piece. You should also make sure that each piece isn’t
constantly sending its signal, so that there’s less chance that they’ll overlap.
One method to control this overlap is to have the receiver work much like an
orchestra conductor, constantly sending data to each piece and waiting for a
reply before it prompts the next piece for an update.
䊳 Resistance. You could make the board a tracking device. Put two electrical
contacts in each square of the board; one connects to an analog input pin,
and the other to 5 volts. Put a different value resistor in each game piece,
and position the ends of the resistor so that it makes a connection between
the contacts of a game square whenever it’s put down. When you read all
the inputs on the game board, you’ll be able to sense which piece is where
because each will return a different analog value.
Another common technique for establishing identity is to rely on continuity. To do this,
you assign a unique ID to each object when your sensors first find it. You then assume that
objects don’t move drastically and that an object from each subsequent sensor reading will
be the same one as the closest object in the previous reading.

Conclusion
Your fingers are already well represented as input on the keyboard and mouse into the
computer. This chapter discussed ways of giving your software a larger view of the world
and the things in it. Position and movement are two of the most fundamental factors you
need to know in order to distinguish objects and people in space, and there are many
good sensors available to do this. Many of them seem very easy to use, especially under
workshop conditions, but are prone to misbehave in the field. Test your work with users
early and often, and work in the actual environments that you’re designing for as much as
possible. Keep in mind that problems in sensing movement in space are often solved by
fixing the ambient conditions rather than by fixing the technology. Now that you have a
few techniques for sensing movement, you can move on to creating movement.

